ABSTRACT. Let K be a tamely ramified cyclic algebraic number field of prime degree l. In the paper one-to-one correspondence between all orders of K with a normal basis and all ideals of K with a normal basis is given.
Results
Let K/Q be a tamely ramified cyclic extension of prime degree l and m = p 1 p 2 . . . p s be the conductor of K. Let q be a prime. We will characterize all ambiguous orders with a normal basis of prime power index q k in Z K whose contain the ideal qZ K . P r o o f. Let R be an order of K with a normal basis. Any normal basis of an order R we receive from integral normal basis of Z K by transformation with circulant matrix A = circ l (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a l ) where a 1 +a 2 +· · ·+a l = ±1. It follows from the fact that trace of any element of a normal basis of an order is equal
Ì ÓÖ Ñ 3º Let
±1. The index [Z K : R] = | det A|, where det A = (a 1 + a 2 + · · · + a l )N Q(ζ l )/Q (a 1 + a 2 ζ l + · · · + a l ζ l l−1 ) = ±N Q(ζ l )/Q (a 1 + a 2 ζ l + · · · + a l ζ l l−1 )
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN ORDERS AND IDEALS IN CYCLIC SUBFIELDS
Case (1) .
Then it holds
and there is no such transformation matrix A where l| det A. There is no order with a normal basis of index q
So R is necessary generated by 1 and qZ K .
Let an ideal qZ K have decomposition to product of conjugated prime ideals a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a l−1 ) and both rings operations in Z K /qZ K , additive and multiplicative operations, are by coordinates.
The factor ring Z K /qZ K is also l-dimensional vector space over Z/qZ.
Let R be a order of K with a normal basis which contains
Let α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α l−k be a basis of R/qZ K . We can suppose that the basis elements are of the form a i1 , a i2 , . . . , a il ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , l − k, where the following conditions hold. 
where indexes j are modulo l.
The condition (1) follows from ordering of coordinates and from property of the generating automorphism σ which transforms l-tuple (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a l ) to l-tuple (a l , a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a l−1 ).
The condition (2) [1] it is unique determined up to multiplication by unimodular circulant matrix. The order R is generated by 1 and ℘ i .
If submodule ℘ 0 which we receive by transformation with the circulant matrix A from normal basis of ℘ is not a ideal then by the identity
submodule R which we receive from integral normal basis of Z K by transformation with the same matrix A is not an order.
We characterized all ambiguous orders with a normal basis of prime power index q k in Z K whose contain the ideal qZ K . Analogically we can receive any order with a normal basis which contains the ideal q i Z K and does not contain q i−1 Z K from previous one. Orders with composite index in Z K we can receive as intersection of orders with prime power index in Z K .
ÓÖÓÐÐ ÖÝ 4º Let K/Q be a tamely ramified cyclic extension of prime degree l.
There is one-to-one correspondence between orders with a normal basis and ideals with a normal basis. Let I be an ideal with a normal basis then ring R = 1 + I which is generated by 1 and I is an order with a normal basis. Moreover all orders with a normal basis are of such form.
Consequences
By the above one to one correspondence between ideals with a normal basis and orders with a normal basis and by Jakubec, Kostra [1] , Ullom [3] the following two theorems hold.
